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5

Aberrations

5.1

Multi configuration, universal plot and slider

Load a classical achromate with a focal length of f = 100 mm, no field and numerical aperture NA =
0.1 from one of the vendor catalogs. Fix the wavelength to  = 546.07 nm.
a) Add a thin mensicus shaped lens behind the system with an arteficial refractive index of n = 2 to
enlarge the numerical aperture in the image space by a factor of 2 without introducing spherical
aberration. To achieve this, the surfaces must be aplanatic and concentric.
b) Now reduce the initial numerical aperture to a diameter of 2 mm and set a folding mirror in the front
focal plane of the system. The incoming beam should be come from below and is deflected to the
right side.
c) Generate a multi-configuration system for a scan system by rotating the mirror. The first coordinate
break angle can take the values -50°, -47.5°, -45°, -42.5° and -40°. The second coordinate break
should be defined by a pick up with a resulting bending angle of the system axis of -90°.
d) The chief ray of the scan system is telecentric in the paraxial approximation. Due to the residual
aberrations of the system, there is a deviation from the telecentricity in the real system. Show this by
a correponding universal plot.
e) Show the variation of the spot in the image plane by using the slider.

Solution:
As a first step, the achromate AAP-100.0-25.4 from the CVI Melles Griot catalog is loaded. The field is
set to zero, the aperture has a diameter of D = 20 and the wavelength is set to 546 nm.
a) Two surfaces are added, the distances are chosen to be 1 and 2 mm. The first surface radius is
taken as a solve to be aplanatic, the second to force the marginal ray angle to be -0.2. THis
corresponds to an aplanatic-concentric lens. Finally the image distance is optimized with the Quick
focus menue.
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In the Seidel bar menus it can be verified, that this lens does not introduce any spherical aberration.

b) First the two radii of the mensiscus lens are frozen to be constant. Then the first distance is set to 0
and the cardinal points are calculated.
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It is seen, that the front focal plane lies 46.8 mm in front of the system. The bending mirror is
introduced in a corresponding distance.
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c) The multi-configuration is established as follows:

d) The universal plot is generated with a REAB-operand in the merit function for the 1st configuration.
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e) The spot diagram is used with dithered ray sampling and a fixed scale. The slider is configured as
follows:

5.2 Singlet optimization
Optimize a single lens with the data  = 546.07 nm, object in the distance 100 mm from the lens on
axis only, focal length f = 45 mm and numerical aperture NA = 0.07 in the object space. The lens
should be made of the Schott glass N-K5 and has a thickness of 5 mm.
a) Try to start from a plane plate approach to find the best lens bending solution.
b) Now start the optimization with a lens and an image distance, which is near to the solution. Is the
optimized lens diffraction limited in its performance ?
c) One possibility to improve the result is to use an aspherical lens. The first approach is to use the
rear surface with a conic constant to allow the program a conic section as solution. Is this sufficient
to get a diffraction limited solution ?
d) Now enlarge the numerical aperture by a factor of two. Re-optimize the system. What about the
diffraction limited performance ? Use an aspherical coefficnet of 4th order to improve the system.
What is the result ?
e) Now introduce a finite object size of diameter 10 mm. What is the dominant aberration for the offaxis field points ? Can the system by made diffraction limited by re-optimization, for example with
more aspherical constants ? What can be done to get a better performance ?
Solution
a) Starting setup:
The two radii and the image distance is chosen as variable.
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Merit function: the default spot diameter and the focal length (EFFL) is required.

If the optimization is started, no useful result is obtained:
b) If a starting system for example with the following data are used:

we get the correct solution:

The spot diagram shows, that the singlet lens is not diffraction limited:
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c) Now the conic constant of the back surface is chosen as variable and the optimization is run again.
The solution is found after several iterations, the merit function is near to zero. Therefore the system
must be diffraction limited
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d) The numerical aperture is changed to NA = 0.14 and the optimization is run again. The system is
still diffraction limited, but a little bit worse in comparison to the lower aperture. The exact result
depends on the number of rings in the pupil for the spot optimization.

If now an aspherical coefficient of the 4th order is included, the result is as good as in c).
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e) If a finite field size of diameter 10 mm is introduced (y = 5 mm), we get the following spot diagram.
The shape of the field spot is dominated by a coma contribution.

Correspondingly the ray fan plot shows a strong quadratic contribution

The Zernike coefficients show, that there is a considerable contribution of astigmatism (term no 5) too:
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Now we reoptimize the system and allows step by step more constants for the aspherical surface.
The performance is improved a little bit, but a diffraction limited system is not obtained.

As an alternative solution, an additional aspherical lens is introduced behind the aspherical singlet
and the system is reoptimized. The distance between the two lenses is allowed to change. The
system is better, but a diffraction limited performace is not obtained. Especially the field correction is
still worse.
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If a third lens (spherical) is placed in a fixed distance before the aspherical singlet, we get a nearly
perfect solution. Thgis first lens becomes negative
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5.3 Achromate
a) Calculate a classical achromate with the basic data:
- object at infinity
- focal length f = 10 mm
- image side numerical aperture NA' = 0.05
- glass materials BK7 and SF6
- wavelength used: d, F, C
- Performance:
1.
spherical correction at the aperture boundary zero
2.
achromatic correction with identical image position for F and C
Is the system diffraction limited on axis ?
b) Describe the performance for a finite field angle of 2°.
c) If the glass SF6 is used instead of SF12, can a system with equivalent quality be obtained ?

Solution
a) Starting data, approximated

Merit function:
The longitudinal aberration for the main wavelength is decomposed explicitely by single ray results for
the marginal and a quasi-paraxial ray.
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Solution after optimization:

b) For a finite field of 2° the spot diagram is seen here. The performance is diffraction limited in both
cases, although the correction in the field shows considerable coma.
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This can also be seen by analyzing the Zernike coefficients, the c5 has the largest value.

c) If SF6 is used, we don't get a comparable good solution. The best solution is shown below. The
reason for this is the small numerical aperture and the high index jump: there is really no higher order
spherical aberration at the cemented surface, therefore the spherical correction can not be achieved.
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